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ABSTRACT: The affinity of the Ets-1 transcription factor for
DNA is autoinhibited by an intrinsically disordered serine-rich
region (SRR) and a helical inhibitory module (IM) appended
to its winged helix−turn−helix ETS domain. Using NMR
spectroscopy, we investigated how Ets-1 recognizes specific
versus nonspecific DNA, with a focus on the roles of protein
dynamics and autoinhibition in these processes. Upon binding
either DNA, the two marginally stable N-terminal helices of
the IM predominantly unfold, but still sample partially ordered
conformations. Also, on the basis of amide chemical shift
perturbation mapping, Ets-1 associates with both specific and nonspecific DNA through the same canonical ETS domain
interface. These interactions are structurally independent of the SRR, and thus autoinhibition does not impart DNA-binding
specificity. However, relative to the pronounced NMR spectroscopic changes in Ets-1 resulting from specific DNA binding, the
spectra of the nonspecific DNA complexes showed conformational exchange broadening and lacked several diagnostic amide
and indole signals attributable to hydrogen bonding interactions seen in reported X-ray crystallographic structures of this
transcription factor with its cognate DNA sequences. Such differences are highlighted by the chemical shift and relaxation
properties of several interfacial lysine and arginine side chains. Collectively, these data support a general model in which Ets-1
interacts with nonspecific DNA via dynamic electrostatic interactions, whereas hydrogen bonding drives the formation of
well-ordered complexes with specific DNA.

A long-standing challenge in the field of gene expression is
to understand how sequence-specific transcription factors

rapidly search through a vast background of nonspecific genomic
DNA, for which they typically have micromolar affinity, in order
to bind a small number of specific cognate target sites with sub-
nanomolar affinity.1,2 It is generally accepted that nonspecific
DNA both buffers the concentrations of free transcription factors
available for specific DNA binding and aids in the search process
via facilitated diffusion.3,4 That is, the proteins undergo one-
dimensional sliding along nonspecific DNA, combined with
three-dimensional jumping (dissociation followed by reassocia-
tion) and direct intersegment transfer, to move from one region
of DNA to another distal region. The first process enables rapid
scanning of uncondensed DNA in a localized manner, whereas
the latter allows a more coarse-scale search in order to avoid
being trapped in areas of the chromosome that lack accessible
cognate sites.
In this study, we explored how Ets-1 recognizes specific

versus nonspecific DNA and investigated the roles of protein
dynamics and autoinhibition in these processes. Ets-1 is a well-
characterized transcription factor belonging to the ETS family
of eukaryotic transcription factors. All members of this family

contain a conserved winged helix−turn−helix (wHTH) ETS
domain that binds DNA with a consensus 5′‑GGA(A/T)‑3′
sequence.5 The activity of Ets-1 is regulated by a variety of
signaling events, such as post-translational modifications and
partner−protein interactions.6 At the nexus of this regulation
is the autoinhibition of DNA binding, which involves a helical
inhibitory module (IM) that packs along helix H1 of the
ETS domain and is distal to the helix(H2)−turn−helix(H3)
DNA-recognition interface.
Prior studies have shown that the marginally stable IM of

Ets-1 is allosterically disrupted upon DNA binding.7 However,
the IM alone imparts only ∼2-fold inhibition, and an adjacent
intrinsically disordered serine-rich region (SRR) is required for
the full ∼20-fold effect exhibited by native Ets-1.8,9 Through
transient interactions, the SRR plays coupled steric and allosteric
roles by occluding the ETS domain DNA-binding interface and
by stabilizing the IM and reducing motions of the ETS domain,
respectively.8,10 In particular, the DNA recognition helix H3
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undergoes fluctuations detectable by amide hydrogen exchange
(HX), and these fluctuations dampen with increasing auto-
inhibition due to progressive multisite SRR phosphorylation
by calmodulin-dependent kinase II (CaMKII) in response to
calcium signaling.8,9,11 Aside from perturbation of IM helices,
the static crystal structures of the Ets-1 ETS domain in its free
and specific DNA-bound forms are highly similar.12 This
suggests that any mean conformational changes in the ETS
domain are subtle and that flexibility may play an important role
in the interactions of Ets-1 with both nonspecific and specific
DNA.
Using NMR spectroscopy, we characterized the structural

and dynamic features of autoinhibited Ets-1 fragments bound
to 12 bp specific and nonspecific oligonucleotides. In this
context, specific refers to DNA bearing a consensus ETS rec-
ognition motif, whereas nonspecific refers to any unrelated
sequence. Upon binding either DNA, the N-terminal se-
quences forming both inhibitory helices HI-1 and HI-2 of the
Ets-1 IM become predominantly unfolded, yet still transiently
sample ordered conformations. However, the structural and
dynamic changes observed in the backbone and arginine/
lysine side chains of the core ETS domain are much larger
with specific DNA than with nonspecific DNA. This is
consistent with the general observation that sequence-specific
transcription factors bind nonspecific sequences via “loose”
dynamic electrostatic interactions, whereas their consensus
cognate sites are recognized through high-affinity interactions
including hydrogen bonding between side chains and DNA
base pairs.13 This work thus broadens our understanding of
DNA binding autoinhibition and sequence recognition by
Ets-1.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein Expression and Purification. The plasmid encoding

residues 279−440 of murine Ets-1 (denoted as ΔN279;

Figure 1A and Table 1) with a thrombin-cleavable N-terminal
His6-tag was obtained by ligating a synthetic, codon-optimized
gene (Blue Heron Biotech, USA) into the pET28a vector via
BamH1/Nco1 restriction sites.10 The nontagged ΔN301 construct
(residues 301−440) was then generated by PCR from this
optimized sequence and inserted into pET28a with the same
restriction sites. Codon optimization led to only modest improve-
ments in protein yields.
The ΔN279 and ΔN301 constructs were expressed in

Escherichia coli HMS174 (λDE3). To produce full protonated
protein, the bacteria were grown in 1 L of M9 minimal media
at 37 °C to OD600 = 0.8, induced with 0.4 mM isopropyl-β-D-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), and then grown at 30 °C for an

Figure 1. Modular organization of Ets-1 and the 15N-HSQC spectra of ΔN301 bound to nonspecific and specific DNA. (A) Ets-1 contains a PNT
domain, a serine-rich region (SRR), an inhibitory module (IM), and an ETS domain. (B) The amide region of the 15N-HSQC spectra of 15N-labeled
ΔN301 alone (cyan) and in complex with palindromic nonspecific DNANSP12 (5:1 DNA/protein ratio; blue) or with specific DNASP12 (1.1:1 DNA/
protein ratio; red). Selected peaks are assigned and an * indicates an aliased signal with an actual 15N chemical shift >134 ppm. The peaks with 1HN

shifts clustered near 8−8.5 ppm arise from the unfolded HI-1 and HI-2 residues in the DNA complexes. Full spectral assignments are provided in
Figure S4.

Table 1. Ets-1 Constructs and DNA Sequences

name sequence comment

ΔN279 Ets-1279−440 ETS domain with IM and SRR

ΔN301 Ets-1301−440 ETS domain with IM

DNASP9 5′GCCGGAAGT3′ 9 bp specific DNAa

3′CGGCCTTCA5′
DNASP12 5′CAGCCGGAAGTG3′ 12 bp specific DNAa

3′GTCGGCCTTCAC5′
DNASP14 5′CCAAGCCGGAAGTG3′ 14 bp specific DNAa

3′GGTTCGGCCTTCAC5′
DNANSP9 5′GCACTCTAG3′ 9 bp nonspecific DNAb

3′CGTGAGATC5′
DNANSP12 5′CAAAAATTTTTG3′ 12 bp nonspecific DNA (palindromic)

3′GTTTTTAAAAAC5′
DNANSP15 5′GATGCAGTGTAGTCG3′ 15 bp nonspecific DNAb

3′CTACGTCACATCAGC5′
aOn the basis of data in ref 26 and the consensus 5′GGA(A/T)3′ motif
is underlined in bold. bManually randomized to avoid any GGA
sequences, to minimize potential hairpin or polymer formation, and to
reduce end-fraying with terminal GC base pairs.
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additional 4 h. Kanamycin (40 μg/mL) was used as the selec-
tion antibiotic, and the M9 minimal media was supplemented
with 1 g/L (15N, 99%)-NH4Cl for uniform 15N-labeling or
1 g/L (15N, 99%)-NH4Cl and 3 g/L (13C6, 99%)-D-glucose for
uniform 13C/15N-labeling (Sigma-Aldrich or Cambridge Iso-
tope Laboratories). For 70% partial deuteration, the above M9
media were prepared with 70% D2O/30% H2O v/v. For full
deuteration, the M9 minimal media was prepared with 99%
D2O (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) and contained 1 g/L
(15N, 99%)-NH4Cl for uniform 2H/15N-labeling and 1 g/L
(15N, 99%)-NH4Cl and 3 g/L (2H7/

13C6, 99%)-D-glucose
for uniform 2H/13C/15N-labeling. Initially, the M9 salts and
15NH4Cl were dissolved in a small amount of 99% D2O,
lyophilized to remove residual protons, and then added to the
remainder of the media in 1.1 L of 99% D2O. For both partial
and full deuteration, an initial bacterial culture was grown at
37 °C in 5 mL of LB media until OD600 = 2, pelleted by
centrifugation, resuspended in prewarmed 0.1 L deuterated M9
media, and then grown until OD600 = 1. Cells were centrifuged
again and resuspended in 1 L of fresh prewarmed deuterated
M9 media. The cultures were grown at 37 °C until OD600 =
0.3−0.5, induced with 0.4 mM IPTG, and incubated at 30 °C
for an additional 8−16 h. Cells were centrifuged and the
protein was purified in H2O to exchange all labile deuterons,
including those on the amide nitrogens, to protons.
Harvested cells containing ΔN301 or ΔN279 were re-

suspended, respectively, in lysis buffer A (50 mM sodium
citrate pH 5.3, 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, and 1 mM
TCEP) or B (20 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.8, 500 mM
NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 0.5 mM EDTA, and 2 mM DTT)
with protease inhibitor cocktail tablets (200 μL of 1 tablet
resuspended in 1 mL of water; Roche). The cells were lysed by
high pressure homogenization and sonication.
ΔN279 was purified by Ni2+-affinity chromatography (5 mL

HisTrap HP; GE Healthcare) using an AKTA Prime FPLC.
The protein was eluted with an imidazole gradient from
0 to 500 mM in buffer B. Fractions containing ΔN279 were
identified by 15% SDS-PAGE, pooled, and dialyzed overnight
in cleavage buffer (25 mM Tris pH 7.9, 1 mM EDTA, 10%
glycerol, 300 mM NaCl, and 1 mM TCEP) with thrombin
(1 U/mg of ΔN279; Novagen). The sample was then subjected
to Ni2+-affinity chromatography in order to remove the cleaved
affinity tag and any uncleaved protein. The protein was con-
centrated with a 3-kDa molecular mass cutoff (MWCO) Amicon
centrifugal filtration device and loaded on a Superdex 75 gel
filtration column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with NMR
sample buffer (20 mM MES pH 6.5, 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM
EDTA, 0.02% NaN3, and 5 mM DTT). Fractions containing
purified ΔN279 were identified by 15% SDS-PAGE, pooled and
concentrated to 0.1−0.45 mM for NMR analysis. The ΔN279
protein, with a non-native N-terminal Gly-Ser-His remaining
after affinity tag cleavage, has an expected mass of 19 088 Da, and
its concentration was determined by absorbance spectroscopy
using a predicted ε280 = 39 880 M−1 cm−1 value.14,15

The ΔN301-containing lysate was loaded on a DEAE column
attached in tandem to a strong cation exchange column (SP
Sepharose; GE Healthcare) and eluted with an NaCl gradient
from 0 to 1 M in buffer A. The fractions containing ΔN301
were pooled and purified further by gel filtration, as described
for ΔN279. The ΔN301 protein, with a non-native N-terminal
Gly, has an expected mass of 16 300 Da, and its concentration
was determined using a predicted ε280 = 35 410 M−1 cm−1

value.14,15

Duplex Oligonucleotide Preparation. All DNA oligonu-
cleotides were chemically synthesized and purchased from
Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). The corresponding com-
plementary oligonucleotides were resuspended in water, mixed
in a 1:1 ratio as determined by absorbance at 260 nm using
predicted single strand molar absorptivities ε260, and annealed
by heating to 95 °C followed by slow cooling (−0.5 °C/min)
to favor duplex formation. The duplex DNAs were then
purified and exchanged into NMR sample buffer using a
Sephadex S75 gel filtration column, followed by concentration
with a 3-kDa MWCO Amicon centrifugal filtration device. Final
duplex DNA concentrations were determined by absorbance at
260 nm using predicted double strand molar absorptivities ε260.
The predicted ε260 values were provided by IDT Technologies16

and are tabulated in reference.14

NMR-Monitored DNA Titrations. Small aliquots of the
DNA oligonucleotides (initially 0.71−1.12 mM) were titrated
into uniformly 15N-labeled ΔN301 (initially 0.25 mM in 450 μL)
with increasing DNA/protein ratios of 0:1, 0.25:1, 0.5:1,
0.75:1, 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, and varying final ratios depending on the
oligonucleotide. The final DNA/protein molar ratios were 1.5:1
(DNASP9 and DNASP12), 3.3:1 (DNANSP9), 3.8:1 (DNANSP15),
and 5:1 (DNANSP12). In the case of ΔN279, DNASP14 was added
progressively to a final 2:1 ratio. The titrations were monitored
by recording sensitivity-enhanced 15N-HSQC spectra17 at 28 °C
with a cryoprobe-equipped 850 MHz Bruker Avance III spectro-
meter. The number of acquisitions was increased with progressive
protein dilution. Amide chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) were
calculated as Δδ = {(0.2 ΔδN)2 + (ΔδH)2}1/2.

NMR Experiments for Spectral Assignments of the
DNA/Protein Complexes. NMR spectral assignments of the
Ets-1/DNA complexes were obtained using 300 μL samples of
ΔN301 (0.2−0.45 mM) with a DNA/protein ratio of 1.1:1 for
DNASP12 and 5:1 for DNANSP12 to ensure saturation. The
complexes were in NMR sample buffer (20 mM MES, 50 mM
NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.02% NaN3, and 5 mM DTT at pH 6.5).
Data were recorded at 10, 13, 28, or 31 °C on cryoprobe-
equipped 500, 600 and 850 MHz Bruker Avance III spectro-
meters. The resulting spectra were processed and analyzed using
NMRpipe18 and Sparky.19 Signals from backbone and side chain
1H, 13C, and 15N nuclei were assigned through extensive multi-
dimensional heteronuclear experiments including conventional
and TROSY versions of 3D HNCO, HNCA, HN(CA)CO,
HN(CO)CA, HNCACB, HN(CO)CACB, C(C)-TOCSY-NH,
and 15N-NOESY-HSQC, and 4D 15N-HSQC-NOESY-
HSQC.20,21 Signals from arginine side chain nuclei were
assigned with 2D HNCD and H2CN experiments,22 combined
with 2D C(C)-TOCSY-NεHε and 3D H(CC)-TOCSY-NεHε

measurements.23

Relaxation Measurements. Independent sets of 15N T1,
T2, and heteronuclear 1H{15N}-NOE data were collected using
a 500 MHz spectrometer with the 15N transmitter centered on
the backbone amides (119 ppm) or the arginine side chains
(80 ppm).24 The sample temperature was 31 °C for backbone
amides and 13 °C for arginine side chains. Steady-state hetero-
nuclear 1H{15N}-NOE spectra were acquired with and without
3 s of 1H saturation and a total recycle delay of 5 s. Data were
processed with NMRpipe18 using the nlinLS routine to extract
peak intensities and then fit as single exponential decays with
Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.). Global tumbling correlation
times were calculated with Tensor225 using amide R1 and R2
values for all residues that had a 1H{15N}-NOE ratio greater
than 0.6.
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■ RESULTS

Selection of Specific and Nonspecific Oligonucleotides.
We first sought to find protein−oligonucleotide combinations
that encompassed the salient features of the specific and non-
specific Ets-1/DNA complexes, while optimizing their behavior
as required for detailed NMR spectroscopic characterization.
Early DNAase I and hydroxyl radical protection studies,
combined with ethylation interference assays, indicated that
ETS factors bind DNA with a footprint spanning 12−15 bp.26

A site-size selection experiment with a pool of truncated DNAs
also demonstrated that maximum binding affinity requires
13−14 bp (Figure S1). However, the intermolecular contacts
observed in the X-ray crystallographic structural studies of
numerous ETS domain/DNA complexes involve only ∼9 bp.6,27
Consistent with this observation, the high-affinity sites identi-
fied for most ETS factors correspond to a 9 bp consensus
5′ACCGGAAGT3′ sequence with the invariant GGA(A/T) core
flanked asymmetrically by more variable bases.5 Given these
differences in defining the ETS domain binding site, we initially
examined the interaction of two Ets-1 fragments with a series of
duplex oligonucleotides (Figure 1A and Table 1).
The titrations of 15N-labeled ΔN301 or ΔN279 with 9, 12,

and 14 bp specific DNAs corresponding to a consensus ETS
recognition sequence26 were monitored via 15N-HSQC spectra
(Figure S2). As expected from the known high affinity of Ets-1
for its cognate sites (KD ≈ 25 pM with ΔN301 and 400 pM
with ΔN279),9 the complexes formed in the slow exchange
regime on the chemical shift time scale28 and reached saturation
at 1:1 DNA/protein ratios (not shown). Furthermore, binding
of the three DNAs induced similar overall chemical shift
perturbations (CSPs) in the 15N-HSQC spectra of the proteins.
However, the magnitudes of the CSPs for many amides and
indoles were slightly smaller with DNASP9 than with the longer
oligonucleotides. Thus, consistent with the site−site selection
studies, the 9 bp contacts observed in crystal structures
represent the near, but not full, DNA-binding interface of the
ETS domain. Consequently, DNASP12 was chosen as the optimal
oligonucleotide that recapitulated the entire complement of
interactions with Ets-1, while also having a minimal size for
favorable NMR spectroscopic behavior.
Titrations of 15N-labeled ΔN301 with three nonspecific DNAs

were also monitored using 15N-HSQC spectra (Figure S3).
In the case of the randomized DNANSP9, many ΔN301 amide
signals shifted progressively with added oligonucleotide, while
also exhibiting line broadening at partial saturation (not shown).
Although we could not extract an equilibrium dissociation
constant from the titration data, binding in this fast-intermediate
exchange limit indicated that the KD value for the ΔN301/
DNANSP9 complex is likely on the order of 10 μM.28 Similar
KD values in the low micromolar range have been reported
for nonspecific DNA binding by ETV6, a related ETS family
member.29 In contrast, DNANSP15 interacted in the slow
exchange limit, with separate signals from the free and bound
states observed at partial saturation (not shown). This behavior
suggested that the KD value for ΔN301/DNANSP15 is <10 μM.
The higher overall macroscopic affinity of ΔN301 for DNANSP15

versus DNANSP9 most likely results from the need to have more
than 9 bp for maximal interactions, combined with the increased
number of potential microscopic binding sites in the longer
oligonucleotide.30 For example, the 15 bp DNANSP15 could be
bound at seven possible 9 bp sites, each of which could be
occupied in two orientations.

A comparison of the 15N-HSQC spectra of the two non-
specific DNA complexes also revealed that many ΔN301 amide
1HN-15N signals were present with DNANSP9, yet weak or absent
with DNANSP15 (Figure S3). On the basis of the good quality
spectrum of ΔN279 with DNASP14, this is not a simple con-
sequence of the added molecular mass of six base pairs.
Therefore, a plausible explanation for the missing signals in the
ΔN301/DNANSP15 complex spectrum is conformational exchange
broadening due to interconversion between binding sites along
the 15 bp DNA, combined with possible interconversion between
various oligomeric states. This could occur via diffusion along
the DNA or via dissociation/reassociation. Similar length-
dependent line broadening has been reported for the lac
repressor bound to a series of nonspecific DNAs.31 Accordingly,
a nonspecific palindromic sequence DNANSP12 (5′CAAAAA-
TTTTTG3′) was designed to both limit the possible adverse
effects of conformational averaging and to match the 12 bp
size of the specific DNASP12. Since binding DNANSP12 in either
orientation is equivalent, this should help offset the effects of
exchange broadening. Although this conjecture was not rigorously
tested, the ΔN301/DNANSP12 complex indeed yielded good
quality 15N-HSQC spectra with signals from most amides and
indoles visible (Figure S3).
The overlaid 15N-HSQC spectra of 15N-labeled ΔN301 in

the absence and presence of DNASP12 or DNANSP12 are shown
in Figure 1B and Figure S4. These spectra, which enabled the
following studies, were assigned using a suite of conventional
and TROSY-based heteronuclear correlation experiments, com-
bined with protein deuteration.

HI-1 and HI-2 Unfold upon Specific DNA Binding.
Insights into the secondary structure and dynamics of the
specific and nonspecific complexes were obtained from main
chain nuclei chemical shifts (1HN, 15N, 13Cα, 13Cβ, and 13CO).
On the basis of these shifts, the algorithm MICS (Motif
Identification from Chemical Shifts) was used to determine
the likelihood that each residue adopts an α-helix, β-strand, or
random coil conformation and to provide a measure of its
mobility in terms of a random coil index squared order parameter
(RCI-S2).32,33 A MICS analysis of the published chemical shifts
of unbound ΔN301 (BMRB ID 5991) agrees closely with its
secondary structure as determined by NMR spectroscopic and
X-ray crystallographic approaches (Figure 2A). The core ETS
domain contains three α-helices and four β-strands, and the
flanking IM folds as four additional α-helices. Also consistent
with previous relaxation studies of the fast time scale motions of
ΔN301, the helices and strands are ordered, whereas the termini
and intervening loop regions are more flexible.9,11 (Helices HI-1
and HI-2 are marginally stable and undergo facile amide HX due
to slower time scale motions not reflected by their chemical
shifts.) Overall, these results provided a baseline for the analysis
of ΔN301 complexed with specific and nonspecific DNAs.
The MISC analysis of ΔN301 bound to specific DNASP12 is

shown in Figure 2C. The core ETS domain (residues 335−415)
is well folded and ordered, retaining the same secondary struc-
ture as in the free protein. The lack of any major conformational
change is consistent with the close similarity of all ETS domain
structures determined in the absence and presence of specific
DNAs by X-ray crystallography. In contrast, the N-terminal
portion of the IM changed dramatically with helices HI-1 and
HI-2 unfolding as evidenced by high random coil propensities
and reduced RSI-S2 values. Previous circular dichroism (CD)
spectroscopy and partial proteolysis studies also demonstrated the
disruption of this region of the IM upon binding specific DNA.7
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However, fully disordered residues normally yield sharp intense
signals with random coil chemical shifts, whereas the amide
signals from residues corresponding to HI-1 and HI-2 were
weak, and their intensities decreased with increasing spectrom-
eter magnet field strength (Figure S5). Indeed, even with
deuteration, resonances from residues spanning 303−310
(HI-1) and 320−329 (HI-2) were anomalously broad in spectra
recorded with an 850 MHz NMR spectrometer and could only
be assigned using three-dimensional 1H−15N-13C correlation
spectra measured with a 500 MHz instrument. This is diagnostic
of conformational exchange in the millisecond−microsecond
time scale regime.28 Partial backbone ordering was also observed
through heteronuclear NOE measurements, discussed below.
Thus, within the ΔN301/DNASP12 complex, the N-terminal
inhibitory residues appear to be predominantly unfolded, but
also exchanging with minor ordered conformations. We speculate
that the latter are the HI-1 and HI-2 residues refolded, at least in
part, as helices.

Helices HI-1 and HI-2 also Unfold upon Nonspecific
DNA Binding. The MISC analysis of ΔN301 bound to
DNANSP12 is shown in Figure 2B. Similar to the specific complex,
the ETS domain retained the well-ordered secondary structural
elements characteristic of the free protein. In addition, the
N-terminal inhibitory helices HI-1 and HI-2 were predominantly
unfolded, with random coil chemical shifts and reduced RCI-S2

values. This is also consistent with CD spectroscopy and partial
proteolysis studies of Ets-1 bound to nonspecific DNA.7

However, as with DNASP12, the signals from the N-terminal
inhibitory residues in the ΔN301/DNANSP12 complex were weak
due to conformational exchange broadening (not shown). This
precluded the complete assignment of the mainchain 1H, 15N,
and 13C signals from several amino acids within the N-terminal
region of the protein. Thus, the inhibitory module is not fully
disordered and appears to transiently sample folded conforma-
tions when ΔN301 is bound to both specific and nonspecific
DNA.

Both Nonspecific and Specific DNA Bind via the
Canonical ETS Domain Interface. To gain insights into the
structural basis of DNA-binding by Ets-1, assigned 15N-HSQC
spectra of ΔN301 in its free and oligonucleotide-saturated
forms were compared (Figure 1B). Using these spectra, the
amide CSPs (Δδ) for ΔN301 due to binding the specific
DNASP12 were calculated (Figure 3). Amide chemical shifts are
highly sensitive to their local environment, and the CSPs can
arise from direct or indirect structural perturbations and/or
from the aromatic ring currents and electric fields due to the
nearby bases and phosphodiester groups in the DNA. Large
perturbations (i.e., Δδ > 0.35 ppm) were observed for amides
at the N-terminus of helix H1, in the turn between helices H2
and H3, along the DNA binding helix H3, and in the loop
between strand S3 and S4. When mapped onto the structure of
ΔN301, these residues correspond closely to the canonical ETS
domain DNA-binding interface of all ETS factors observed by
X-ray crystallography (Figure 4). Significant CSPs were also
observed for the N-terminal inhibitory residues and amides
within the helices H1/H4/H5 onto which they pack. This
provides further evidence that helices HI-1 and HI-2 unfold in
an allosteric response to DNA binding.
The amide CSPs for ΔN301 due to binding the nonspecific

DNANSP12 are also shown in Figures 3 and 4. The largest
spectral changes were exhibited by the N-terminal inhibitory
region. These closely resemble those observed with DNASP12

and reflect the common unfolding of helices HI-1 and HI-2 that

Figure 2. Inhibitory helices HI-1 and HI-2 unfold upon binding
nonspecific and specific DNA. Shown are chemical shift-based
predictions of the secondary structural elements and backbone
dynamics (RCI-S2 values) of free and DNA-bound ΔN301. The
propensities of forming α-helices (red histogram bars), β-strands
(blue), or random coil (green) conformations, according to the MICS
algorithm,32,33 are given for each residue of ΔN301 in (A) its free form
and when bound to (B) nonspecific DNANSP12 and (C) specific
DNASP12. Although MICS provides normalized scores for all three
conformations, only the most probable is presented for each residue.
Also shown as black lines are the RCI-S2 order parameters; values
decreasing from 1 to 0 indicate increased predicted flexibility. The
cartoon above (A) depicts the secondary structural elements of
unbound ΔN301 determined by NMR spectroscopy (1R36.pdb; red
rectangles; α-helices, blue arrows; β-strands), and that above (B)
reflects the MICS analysis of the DNA-bound proteins with HI-1 and
HI-2 unfolded. Although conserved, the short helical turn between H1
and S1 is not explicitly named in the standard nomenclature used for
ETS domains.
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occurs when ΔN301 binds either oligonucleotide. In contrast,
rather small CSPs were observed for the remainder of the ETS
domain and C-terminal inhibitory region. However, a set of
residues, including Trp338, Trp375, Asn385, Gly392, Asp398,
Ile401, Ala406, and Tyr410, showed above average CSPs.
Additionally, residues including Tyr395, Tyr396, Arg409, and
Val411 could not be detected and thus are likely broadened
due to conformational exchange. All of these named residues
map to the canonical DNA-binding surface of the ETS domain.
Furthermore, as seen in the spectra of Figure 1B and in a CSP
projection analysis (Figure S6), the amide 1HN-15N signals of
many amides in ΔN301 shift in the same direction, but to a
lesser magnitude, upon binding DNANSP12 relative to DNASP12.
This indicates that ΔN301 forms generally similar, albeit less
well-defined, time-averaged interactions with DNANSP12 than
DNASP12. Such interactions likely involve electrostatic contacts
between the positively charged DNA-binding interface of the
ETS domain and the negatively charged phosphodiester back-
bone of DNA. Also, smaller net CSPs could arise due to averag-
ing of potential positive and negative chemical shift changes
as the protein rapidly exchanges between binding sites along
DNANSP12.
Upon closer inspection of the NMR data, it is evident that

several important contacts formed with DNASP12 were absent in
the low affinity ΔN301/DNANSP12 complex (Figures 3 and 4).
According to the crystal structures of many Ets-1 complexes,
residues in helix H1 (Leu337 and Trp338), helix H2 (Trp375),
the turn (Lys379, Lys381 and Met384), helix H3 (Tyr386-
Gly392 and Arg394-Tyr397), and the wing (Arg409, Tyr410,
and Tyr412) make conserved hydrogen bonding and salt-
bridging contacts with specific DNA.27,34 Indeed, these, as well
as several other surrounding residues, showed significant CSPs
upon binding DNASP12. In contrast, signals from Leu337,
Trp375, Met384, Tyr386, Glu387, Ser390, Arg391, and Arg394
were only slightly perturbed in the nonspecific complex. This is
especially noteworthy since the amide of Leu337 and the indole

of Trp375 form conserved hydrogen bonds with the phos-
phodiester backbone of DNA.27 As seen in Figure 1B, signals
from these two residues shifted downfield substantially upon
contacting DNASP12 (diagnostic of hydrogen bond formation),
yet showed only small perturbations upon binding DNANSP12.
Overall, we conclude that Ets-1 binds both the nonspecific and
specific DNAs via the same general ETS domain interface.
However, DNANSP12 is bound through weaker interactions and
lacks many of the key contacts necessary for the high affinity
binding of DNASP12.

Backbone Motions in ΔN301 Change upon DNA
Binding. The dynamics of ΔN301 in its free and bound states
were examined through amide 15N relaxation studies.28 In
particular, heteronuclear 1H{15N}-NOE experiments were used
to measure backbone mobility on the sub-nanosecond time
scale. As shown in Figure 5, whether free or bound to DNANSP12

or DNASP12, amides throughout the ETS domain were generally
rigid with high NOE values. However, residues in the turn, helix
H3, and the wing had slightly lower NOE values in the free
protein and the nonspecific complex, indicative of modest
flexibility. In contrast, upon binding specific DNA, they become

Figure 3. Amide chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) resulting from
binding of specific and nonspecific DNA to ΔN301. Amide CSPs of
ΔN301 upon binding DNASP12 (final 1.07:1 DNA/protein ratio) are
shown in red and DNANSP12 (5:1) in blue. The top cartoon indicates
the secondary structure of the bound protein (rectangles, α-helices;
arrows, β-strands), including the turn and wing involved in DNA
binding by the winged helix−turn−helix motif. Blank values
correspond to prolines and unassigned amides in the free and/or
bound forms of the protein. These CSPs are analyzed by a projection
analysis in Figure S6 and mapped onto the structure of free ΔN301 in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Ets-1 binds specific and nonspecific DNA by the same
canonical ETS domain interface. CSPs due to binding of (A) specific
DNASP12 and (B) nonspecific DNANSP12 are mapped onto the
structure of free ΔN301 (1R36.pdb; left and right panels are rotated
by 180° about the vertical axis). The different CSP (Δδ) color codes
are indicated, and gray identifies prolines or amides for which 1HN-15N
assignments were not obtained in the free and/or bound forms of the
protein. CSPs in the IM arise as helices HI-1 and HI-2 are unfolded in
both bound complexes. In addition, large CSPs with DNASP12 map to
the well-characterized DNA-binding interface of the ETS domain that
is centered on the recognition helix H3. In contrast, smaller CSPs in
this interface result from DNANSP12 binding. Also found in this
interface are several residues (purple) whose signals were absent in the
15N-HSQC spectra of the DNANSP12 complex due to exchange
broadening, yet were assigned in the spectra of the free and DNASP12

bound forms. With an estimated KD ≈ 10 μM, ΔN301 should be
>99% bound in the presence of a 5-fold molar ratio of DNANSP, and
thus the smaller CSPs relative to the specific complex do not reflect
incomplete saturation.
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more ordered. This is suggestive of contacts with the bases
and phosphodiester backbone that are more persistent than with
nonspecific DNA.
Focusing on HI-1 and HI-2, in free ΔN301 the residues

forming these helices were also well-ordered on the sub-
nanosecond time scale with NOE values comparable to those of
the core ETS domain (Figure 5). In contrast, when bound to
both nonspecific and specific DNAs, their NOE values dropped
substantially, confirming that the two inhibitory helices became
predominantly unfolded and conformationally disordered.
However, the NOE values were not highly negative (i.e., as
seen with the very flexible N- and C-termini), indicating that the
fast time scale motions of these residues were partially restricted
in both complexes. This is consistent with the exchange
broadening observed for many of these amides in simple 15N-
HSQC spectra and suggested that the N-terminal inhibitory
residues are in conformational equilibria, perhaps transiently
folding as helices.
Amide longitudinal (R1) and transverse (R2) relaxation measure-

ments were also carried out on the free and bound forms of
ΔN301 (Figure S7). On the basis of a model-free analysis25 of the
relaxation behavior of well-ordered residues in the ETS domain,

the effective isotropic rotational correlation time for the global
tumbling of the specific ΔN301/DNASP12 complex was 12.3 ns.
This is a small increase relative to the value of 9.7 ns reported
previously for free ΔN301 under similar conditions11 and
indicates that DNASP12 was indeed bound as a well-defined 1:1
complex. In contrast, the nonspecific complex exhibited an
effective correlation time of 22 ns. This value, which implies
almost 2-fold slower tumbling for the nonspecific versus specific
complexes, reflects the substantially slower average longitudinal
(R1) and faster transverse (R2) relaxation rate constants
measured for the ETS domain of ΔN301/DNANSP12. Although
conformational exchange broadening due to interconversion
between binding sites along DNANSP12 will increase the effective
R2 values, the slower R1 relaxation indicates that the ΔN301/
DNANSP12 sample has an average molecular mass higher than
that of a 1:1 complex. This could result from two or more
molecules of ΔN301 bound on one molecule of DNANSP12

(despite recording data with a 5:1 DNA/protein ratio to favor
the 1:1 complex). Alternatively, DNANSP12 could interact weakly
with ΔN301 via additional noncanonical interfaces to form a
distribution of higher order oligomers with more than one DNA
molecule bound on each protein molecule.

The SRR Does Not Change the Structural Interactions
of Ets-1 with Specific DNA. Similar NMR spectroscopic
studies were performed with the ΔN279 construct in order to
assess if the presence of the partially truncated SRR inhibitory
region alters the behavior of Ets-1 when bound to DNA
(Figures S1 and S8). With the exception of added signals
having random coil 1HN chemical shifts from the disordered
SRR residues, the 15N-HSQC spectra of the ΔN301/DNASP12

and ΔN279/DNASP14 complexes superimposed very closely.
Furthermore, chemical shift and heteronuclear 1H{15N}-NOE
measurements confirmed that helices HI-1 and HI-2 were
predominantly unfolded when ΔN279 is DNA bound. Both
complexes also exhibited similar global tumbling times, with a
modest increase due to the added mass of the SRR for ΔN279/
DNASP12 (14.8 ns) relative to ΔN301/DNASP12 (12.3 ns). Thus,
although reinforcing autoinhibition, the presence of the SRR
does not measurably perturb the structure of the ETS domain
once bound to specific DNA.

Arginine and Lysine Side Chains at the DNA−Binding
Interface. In crystal structures, the recognition helix H3 of Ets-1
binds along the major groove of specific DNA such that two
invariant arginine side chains (Arg391 and Arg394) hydrogen
bond to the two guanine bases in the 5′‑GGA(A/T)‑3′ motif.35
Several lysines and one additional arginine (Arg409) also
contribute to the interface as judged by X-ray crystallographic
studies. To further characterize the difference between binding
specific and nonspecific DNA, we used NMR spectroscopy to
investigate these cationic side chains.
The lysine side chains of ΔN301 in its free, as well as

DNASP12 and DNANSP12 bound, forms yielded significantly
different 15N-HSQC spectra (Figure 6). Because of rapid HX,
no lysine 15NζH3

+ signals were observed for the isolated protein
(pH 6.5 and 13 °C). Upon binding to nonspecific DNA, one
weak signal appeared. This indicates that at least one side
chain aminium moiety becomes protected from HX, likely
due to burial at the interface and hydrogen bonding with the
phosphodiester backbone of the oliogonucleotide or possibly
with an acceptor atom on the Hoogsteen edge of a base pair.
Upon binding to specific DNA, signals from at least five lysines
become visible, albeit with variable intensities. Unfortunately,
we were unable to assign these signals to specific residues.

Figure 5. Amide heteronuclear 15N-NOE measurements indicate that
helices HI-1 and HI-2 of the inhibitory module are unfolded, but not
conformationally unrestricted, in the Ets-1 DNA complexes. 1H{15N}-
NOE values of ΔN301 in its free (black) form and when bound to
DNASP12 (red, upper) and DNANSP12 (blue, lower). DNA/protein
ratios are as in Figure 3. Values near ∼0.8 indicate well-ordered
amides, whereas deceasing values indicate increasing flexibility on the
subnsec time scale. Missing residues correspond to prolines, and those
with weak, overlapping, or unassigned signals. Histogram bars with
values below −1.0 have been clipped.
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However, the crystal structure of ΔN301 with DNA sequence
containing a 5′‑GGA(A/T)‑3′ core (1K79.pdb) shows that five
lysine NζH3

+ groups (Lys379, 381, 388, 399, and 404) interact
directly with phosphodiester oxygens.
In contrast, eight strong signals from the more slowly

exchanging arginine 15NεH+ pairs were observable in the 15N-
HSQC spectra of the free protein (Figure 6A). The protein has
nine arginines, of which NMR signals for seven could be assigned
confidently. In the presence of DNASP12, an entirely different
pattern of nine sharp arginine 15NεH+ signals was observed
(Figure 6C). In particular, the 1Hε resonances of Arg391 and
Arg394 were shifted downfield considerably, as expected due to
the formation of hydrogen bonds with the 5′‑GGA‑3′ guanines.
In addition, three arginine 15NηH2

+ pairs yielded dispersed
nondegenerate signals, which is also indicative of well-defined
DNA interactions (Figure S9).
Upon binding the nonspecific DNANSP12, several arginine

15NεH+ and 15NηH2
+ signals were broadened and exhibited

chemical shifts clearly different from those of either the free and
DNASP12 bound forms of ΔN301 (Figure 6B and Figure S9).
Unfortunately, line broadening hampered the detection of scalar
correlations to the adjacent 13CH2 groups, and thus we could
only assign the 15NεH+ signals from five arginines (Arg309, 311,
373, 374, and 413) based on a comparison with the spectra of
the free and specific DNA complex. Consistent with their similar
chemical shifts in all forms of ΔN301, these five arginines are
not involved in DNA interactions. Although not identified in
the ΔN301/DNANSP12 complex, Arg391 and Arg394 in the
recognition helix H3 clearly do not exhibit the chemical shift
dispersion induced in the ΔN301/DNASP12 complex. Overall,
these NMR spectra suggest that nonspecific DNA complexes
involve dynamic electrostatic interactions between the lysine

and arginine side chains with the phosphodiester backbone,
whereas specific complexes exhibit well-defined base hydrogen
bonding.

Arginine Guanidinium Groups Have Different Relax-
ation Properties That Correlate with Their DNA
Interactions. We also used 15N relaxation to investigate the
dynamic properties of the guanidinium 15Nε nuclei in the ΔN301
complexes (Figure 7). A wide range of arginine motions can be
observed. In the free protein, the solvent exposed Arg391 and
Arg394 in the DNA-recognition helix H3, as well as Arg309 and
Arg311 in the inhibitory helix HI-1, are mobile on the sub-
nanosecond time scale. This is evident by heteronuclear NOE
values < 0 and relatively slow transverse R2 relaxation. Although
the latter two side chains appear to be forming salt-bridges with
adjacent aspartates (Asp306, Asp313, and/or Asp317) in some,
but not all, Ets-1 crystal structure, these NMR measurements
indicate they are conformationally flexible in solution. Con-
versely, Arg373 and Arg374 in helix H2 and Arg413 in strand
S4 show more restricted mobility with heteronuclear NOE
values > 0. Thus, the salt-bridges to Glu370 in helix H2 and to
Asp359 or Glu362 near strand S2, respectively, seen in most
Ets-1 crystal structure appear to persist in solution. Similarly, the
side chain of Arg378 at the C-terminal end of helix H2 is likely
restricted by an interaction with Glu343 in helix H1. Although
this arginine was only characterized in the ΔN301/DNASP12

complex, it is not involved in DNA binding and thus should
show the same dynamic behavior in the free protein.
Upon binding of specific DNASP12, the mobile side chains of

Arg391 and Arg394 become well-ordered as shown by hetero-
nuclear NOE values > 0.7 and fast transverse R2 relaxation. This
is expected with their intimate roles in the recognition of the
core guanine bases and their essentially invariant positions in all

Figure 6. Characterizing the interactions of lysine and arginine side chains with DNA. Selected 15N-HSQC spectral regions showing signals from the
lysine 15NζH3

+ (left) and the arginine 15NεH+ (right) signals of ΔN301 when (A) free, (B) bound to nonspecific DNANSP12, and (C) bound to
specific DNASP12 (pH 6.5 and 13 °C). Because of rapid HX with the water, unprotected lysines are not seen in the absence of DNA. In contrast to
the five lysine 15NζH3

+ signals observed with the specific complex, only one appears with the nonspecific complex. Use of lysine-optimized HISQC
pulse sequences77 did not reveal any additional signals. Although the slower exchanging arginines are seen in all three spectra, the 15NεH+ signals are
exchange broadened in the presence of DNANSP12 and exhibited substantial chemical shift changes when bound to DNASP12. Spectra of the
guanidinium 15NηH2

+ moieties are provided in Figure S9.
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Ets-1/DNA complexes studied to date by X-ray crystallography.
In contrast, the side chain of Arg409 is relatively mobile in the
ΔN301/DNASP12 complex. Thus, despite appearing close to or
hydrogen bonding with the phosphodiester backbone of DNA
in these crystal structures, any electrostatic interactions involv-
ing Arg409 are relatively weak and not persistent in solution.
As noted above, only five arginine 15NεH signals could be

assigned in the 15N-HSQC spectrum of the ΔN301/DNANSP12

complex. These residues are not involved in DNA binding and
exhibit similar chemical shifts and 15N relaxation behavior in
both the specific and nonspecific complexes. The conspicuous
absence of 15N-HSQC signals from Arg391 and Arg394 in the
ΔN301/DNANSP12 complex suggests that they are exchange
broadened due to interconversion between possible binding
modes along the nonspecific DNA.

■ DISCUSSION
We investigated the mechanisms by which Ets-1 binds specific
and nonspecific DNAs, as well as the interplay of autoinhibition
with these processes. With either oligonucleotide, the inhibitory
module is disrupted, and the same canonical interface is used
for DNA binding. However, the resulting structural and dynamic
changes in the backbone and arginine/lysine side chains of the
ETS domain are much larger with specific DNA than with non-
specific DNA. This is consistent with the general observation
that sequence-specific transcription factors bind nonspecific
sequences via dynamic electrostatic interactions, whereas their
cognate sites are recognized through high-affinity interactions
including hydrogen bonding between protein side chains and
DNA base pairs.

HI-1 and HI-2 Predominantly Unfold upon DNA-
Binding. Using NMR spectroscopy, we provided new insights
into the mechanism of Ets-1 autoinhibition. Upon binding both
nonspecific and specific oligonucleotides, residues throughout
the N-terminal IM of ΔN301 exhibited similar, large amide
CSPs. Analysis of main chain chemical shifts with the MICS
algorithm indicated that residues forming helices HI-1 and HI-2
in the free protein become more flexible and adopt random
coil conformations in the DNASP12 and DNANSP12 complexes.
The unfolding of this portion of the IM is supported by
substantial decreases in the amide heteronuclear 1H{15N}-NOE
and chemical shift-derived RSI-S2 values of these residues.
However, the 15N-HSQC signals and NOE values from these
residues were not as sharp or low, respectively, as expected for a
completely disordered polypeptide. This indicates that the sub-
nanosecond time scale motions of the N-terminal inhibitory
sequence are partially dampened. Furthermore, the NMR
signals from these amides broadened with increasing magnetic
field strength, which is also diagnostic of conformational exchange
on the millisecond−microsecond time scale. We suggest that this
reflects the transient refolding of helices HI-1 and HI-2 within the
DNA-bound complexes.
Previously, measurements with CD spectroscopy indicated a

loss of helical structure when ΔN280 bound both specific and
nonspecific DNA.7 This was attributed to the unfolding of HI-1
because of the increased trypsin and chymotrypsin suscepti-
bility of residues within or adjacent to this helix. However,
additional studies with other proteases suggested both helices
might unfold.36 Subsequent X-ray crystallographic studies of
Ets-1 fragments in a ternary complex with Pax-5 on the mb-1
promoter DNA also showed helix HI-1 to be disordered,
whereas HI-2 remained folded (1MDM.pdb).35 In contrast,
the two inhibitory helices were either folded or unfolded in

Figure 7. Dynamic properties of the arginine side chains in free and
DNA-bound ΔN301. Arginine 15Nε longitudinal R1 and transverse R2
relaxation rate constants and heteronuclear {1H}15N-NOE values for
ΔN301 in its free form (black) and when bound to nonspecific
DNANSP12 (blue) and specific DNASP12 (red). Also presented is a
cartoon representation of free ΔN301 (1R36.pdb) with arginines in
stick format, docked onto DNA (1MDM.pdb) with HI-1 and HI-2 still
folded. Increasing mobility on the sub-nanosecond time scale leads to
lower heteronuclear NOE values and slower transverse R2 relaxation.
Of note, the guanidinium groups of Arg391 and Arg394 in the
recognition helix H3 are highly flexible in the free protein, yet well-
ordered in the ΔN301/DNASP12 complex. This is certainly due to
hydrogen bonding to guanidine bases in the core 5′GGA(A/T)3′ motif.
The spectra were recorded at 13 °C and pH 6.5 using a 500 MHz
spectrometer. Missing data correspond to unassigned or overlapping
signals.
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the crystal structure of a comparable Ets-2/DNA complex
(4BQA.pdb).37 Both Ets-1 inhibitory helices were also dis-
placed by the ETS-interacting domain (EID) of Runx1 in a
ternary complex of the two partner transcription factors bound
to a composite DNA site (4L0Z.pdb).38 In another quaternary
complex involving Runx1 lacking the EID, HI-1 is unfolded,
whereas HI-2 remains helical but packs against the Ets-1 ETS
domain in an alternative register that is incompatible with the
native fold of the IM (3WTS.pdb).39 Furthermore, amide HX
studies of DNA-free Ets-1 fragments demonstrated that helices
HI-1 and HI-2 are marginally stable and protected from
exchange by only ∼15- and ∼75-fold, respectively, relative to a
reference random coil polypeptide.9,11

Collectively, this extensive body of data indicates that the
energetic difference between the folded and unfolded states of
HI-1 and HI-2 in both free and DNA-bound Ets-1 is small. In
the absence of DNA, the two helices are predominantly folded,
but readily sample unfolded states that are detectable via HX
measurements. Conversely, in solution, DNA-binding tips the
balance toward their unfolded conformations. However, magnetic
field-dependent line broadening suggests that minor folded
states still exist transiently. Folding of the inhibitory helices HI-1
and HI-2 is also favored for Ets-1/DNA complexes in certain
crystalline environments.
In the absence of the stabilizing SRR, the IM only imparts

∼2-fold autoinhibition of specific DNA binding by Ets-1.8,9 This
modest effect is also in line with the delicate balance between
the folded and unfolded forms of the N-terminal inhibitory
sequence. Furthermore, a detailed comparison of the structures
of various Ets-1 fragments in their free and bound states reveals
no obvious differences beyond a small displacement of the
flexible loop between helices HI-2 and H1. This displacement
appears necessary to avoid a steric clash with the DNA back-
bone and to enable a critical dipole-enhanced hydrogen bond
between the amide of Leu337 at the start of helix H1 and a
phosphodiester oxygen.11,40 The lack of any clear allosteric
pathway linking DNA binding and unfolding of the distal IM
suggests that only subtle perturbations are required to tip this
energetic balance.
Autoinhibition Does Not Impart DNA-Binding Speci-

ficity. The effects of autoinhibition on the affinity of Ets-1 for
nonspecific DNA have not been quantitatively determined.
However, given the similar disruption of the IM as seen with
specific DNA, it is likely that autoinhibition also increases the
KD value of ΔN301 for nonspecific DNA by ∼2-fold. Further-
more, since the SRR reinforces autoinhibition by stabilizing the
IM and by sterically blocking the DNA-binding interface of the
ETS domain, it is reasonable to suggest that full length Ets-1 is
inhibited comparably (∼20-fold) for binding both specific and
nonspecific DNAs.10 It is also noteworthy that inhibited and
uninhibited fragments of Ets-1 showed the same DNA-binding
sequence specificity profiles in high-throughput screening
assays.5 This is consistent with our observations that the SRR
does not change the size of the Ets-1 binding site, nor does it
perturb the structure of the DNA-bound ETS domain. Similar
behavior has been reported for ETV6, a related family member
that is autoinhibited due to steric blockage of its ETS domain
by an appended C-terminal helix. The unfolding of this helix
reduces the affinity of ETV6 for specific and nonspecific
DNA by ∼50-fold and ∼5-fold, as measured using EMSA and
ITC, respectively.29,41 Collectively, these results indicate that
autoinhibition per se does not contribute substantially to the
specificity (i.e., relative affinity) of these two ETS factors for

their cognate sites versus background DNA within the nucleus.
Rather, it enables regulation via routes including protein partner-
ships and post-translational modifications.6

Ets-1 Binds Specific and Nonspecific DNA through the
Canonical ETS Domain Interface. Autoinhibited Ets-1 binds
5′‑GGA(A/T)‑3′ containing DNA sites with KD values on the
order of 0.4 nM.8,9 In contrast, the KD value for 9 bp nonspecific
DNA based on NMR titrations can be estimated as ∼10 μM.
This represent a 104- to 105-fold difference in affinity that
must arise through structural and dynamic complementarity of
the Ets-1 ETS domain with the nucleotide bases (direct base
readout), phosphodiester backbone (with sequence-dependent
conformations; indirect shape readout) and hydrating waters of
its cognate sites.42,43 Although seemingly large, this affinity dif-
ference is offset by the vast excess of nonspecific versus specific
DNA sites within the eukaryotic genome. Also, consensus, near-
consensus, and nonconsensus sequences will be bound with a
continuum of thermodynamic affinities.44,45

Despite this large difference in affinity, our studies show that
ΔN301 binds specific and nonspecific DNA through the same
general interface found in all ETS domain/DNA structures.
As expected, upon binding the three specific oligonucleotides
tested herein, large CSPs are observed for ΔN301 amides in
helix H1, throughout the turn preceding H3, the recognition
helix H3, the following “wing” and strands S3 and S4. These
perturbations likely arise from many sources, including ring
current and electric field effects from the closely juxtaposed
DNA, subtle changes in the structure and dynamics of the ETS
domain, and most importantly, the formation of key inter-
molecular hydrogen bonds (e.g., the amide of Leu337 in helix
H1 with the phosphodiester backbone, and the side chains of
Arg391 and Arg394 in helix H3 with the invariant 5′‑GGA(A/T)‑′3
guanines). In addition, the unfolding of helices HI-1 and HI-2
leads to pronounced CSPs in the IM module and its interface
with the ETS domain.
In the case of binding nonspecific DNA, ΔN301 amides

including Trp338 (H1), Trp375 (H2), Asn385 (H3), Asp398
(H3 to S1 loop), Ile401 (H3 to S1 loop), and Tyr410 (turn)
also show above average CSPs. However, the magnitudes of
these CSPs are smaller than observed with DNASP12, indicating
weaker time-averaged interactions than in the specific complex.
Furthermore, the amide signals of Tyr395 (H3), Tyr396 (H3),
R409 (turn), and Val411 (turn) are broadened beyond detection.
Such exchange broadening becomes more pronounced when
ΔN301 is saturated with longer oligonucleotides (DNANSP15

versus DNANSP9) and is somewhat alleviated with the
palindromic DNANSP12. Similarly, the indole 15Nε1H signals of
Trp338 and Trp375 are broadened beyond detection with the
longer DNANSP15, but present with the palindromic and smaller
nonspecific sequences. As seen with the lac repressor, this likely
reflects the millisecond−microsecond interconversion of ΔN301
between different possible binding positions and orientations
along the nonspecific oligonucleotide.31 However, slow exchange
could also lead to apparent NMR linebroadening if the protein is
partitioned between many microstates that yield slightly different
amide chemical shifts. Such interconversion could occur via
rotationally coupled sliding along the DNA or from dissociation/
reassociation events with different orientations and locations
on the DNA.4 Relaxation studies also suggest that the ΔN301/
DNANSP12 complex adopts slower tumbling oligomeric states.
This stands in contrast to the specific ΔN301/DNASP12 complex,
which exhibits one well-defined 1:1 conformation. Although the
stoichiometries of the nonspecific complexes were not determined,
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if excess DNANSP12 was interacting weakly with ΔN301 via addi-
tional noncanonical interfaces, then this could provide a mech-
anism for the direct intersegmental transfer of Ets-1 between
DNA strands in the genome.
It is also noteworthy that the DNA-binding interface of Ets-1

is conformationally dynamic. This is seen experimentally through
both NMR relaxation dispersion measurements,8 which detect
millisecond−microsecond time scale motions, and HX studies,
which detect local unfolding transitions allowing the exchange
of amide hydrogens with those of solvent water.9,11 Very similar
behavior is exhibited by ETV646 and is likely a common property
of most, if not all, ETS domains. We speculate that this flexibility
contributes to the ability of Ets-1 to bind both specific and
nonspecific DNAs via the same canonical interface. Furthermore,
the flexibility of the ETS domain is dampened through transient,
phosphorylation-enhanced interactions with the adjacent SRR,
thereby linking DNA-binding autoinhibition with CaMKII-
dependent cellular signaling.8

Arginine and Lysine Side Chains Reflect Differential
Interactions of Ets-1 with Specific versus Nonspecific
DNA. X-ray crystallographic studies have revealed that two or
three arginine and five lysine side chains are present at the DNA-
binding interface of Ets-1. The contributions of these residues in
the binding of specific versus nonspecific oligonucleotides were
assessed through NMR spectroscopy. In the free protein, all
lysine 15NζH3

+ groups underwent rapid HX with water and were
not detectable. However, upon addition of DNANSP12, one weak
signal was observed, whereas upon addition of the 5′‑GGAA−3′
containing DNASP sequence, five distinct lysine signals appeared.
Because of their intrinsically slower HX, 15NεH+ signals from
nearly all of the nine arginines of ΔN301 were detected and
assigned in its free and specifically bound states. These
guanidinium groups exhibited a wide range of relaxation
behaviors that are generally consistent with expectations based
on crystallographic studies of several Ets-1/DNA complexes,
as well as NMR spectroscopic studies on other DNA-bound
transcription factors such as the HoxD9 homeodomain47 and
the zinc-finger protein Egr-1.48 For example, solvent exposed
Arg309 and Arg311 are mobile on the sub-nanosecond time
scale, whereas salt-bridged Arg373, Arg374, and Arg413 have
partially restricted motions with or without DNA.
Most strikingly, the invariant Arg391 and Arg394 in the

recognition helix H3 are dynamic in the free protein and
become well-ordered upon forming critical hydrogen bonds
with the 5′‑GGA(A/T)‑3′ guanines. In contrast, upon binding
nonspecific DNA, all arginine side chain signals are exchange
broadened. Again, this is consistent with conformational
averaging between multiple binding modes. Importantly, the
absence of any downfield shifted signals indicated that Arg391
and Arg394 of helix H3 were not forming persistent hydrogen
bonds with the DNA bases. Indeed, unsatisfied hydrogen
bonding with these arginines would destabilize many possible
complexes with nonspecific DNAs and thereby contribute to
the discrimination of Ets1 for its cognate sites.49 Overall, the
distinct spectral patterns shown by the lysine and arginine side
chain reflects the electrostatic versus well-defined hydrogen
bonding interactions of Ets-1 with nonspecific versus specific
DNAs, respectively.
DNA Binding and Transcriptional Regulation.

Although great progress has been made, it remains a challenge
to understand the specificity of DNA binding by transcription
factors within a cellular context and the relationships to bio-
logical function. High-throughput binding studies have shown

that transcription factors often recognize multiple distinctly
different sequence motifs.44,45,50 Furthermore, genome-wide
mapping efforts revealed that transcription factors with
seemingly well-characterized sequence specificities bind more
sites without than with clear consensus motifs, albeit with lower
relative occupancies and shorter residence times.43,51 This is
entirely expected from a thermodynamic perspective and the
mass action effects of the local in vivo concentrations of
transcription factors and their DNA binding sites.52,53 More
interestingly, only a small fraction of potential consensus sites
with a genome are detectably bound by a given transcription
factor, and not all bound sites are functional for transcriptional
regulation.52,53 Accordingly, numerous additional parameters,
including chromatin structure, DNA accessibility, cooperative
and competitive protein partnerships, and DNA/protein post-
translational modifications, must modulate the partitioning
of transcription factors between their unbound, nonspecifically
bound, specifically bound, and functional forms.43,52

The vast majority of biophysical studies of transcription
factors have focused on their specific DNA complexes. In
contrast, only a limited number of nonspecific complexes have
been investigated by X-ray crystallography and NMR spectros-
copy. These include bacterial repressors (lac and cro),13,31,54

steroid receptors,55,56 homeodomains (HoxD9 and MATα2),47,57−59

a HMG-box protein,60 a POU domain (Oct-1),61,62 a paired
domain (Pax5),63 the ETV6 ETS domain,29,41 the Max basic
region-helix−loop−helix−leucine zipper,49 and zinc fingers
(ZNF217 and Egr-1).64,65 Characterization of these systems
has demonstrated that nonspecific DNA binding is driven
largely by electrostatic interactions between positively charged
amino acid side chains and the negatively charged phospho-
diester backbone.54 This is offset by energetic penalty of any
unfavorable side chain−base pair contacts, including unsatisfied
hydrogen bonds.49 In addition, as shown by seminal studies on
the lac repressor, the backbone and side chains of proteins
in nonspecific complexes are significantly more dynamic and
hydrated than with specific complexes.13 This behavior enables
sliding with rotation66 of a protein along the approximately
isopotential electrostatic surface of the helical DNA. However,
across the continuum of nonconsensus sites, the sequence-
dependent shape of DNA can lead to preferential interac-
tions.43,51,67 Upon recognition of a specific consensus sequence,
both the protein and DNA undergo changes in conformation
and hydration to form a stable, long-lived hydrogen-bonded
complex.68−70

Collectively, one-dimensional sliding combined with three-
dimensional hopping and intersegmental transfer ensures that
transcription factors find quickly their specific target sites in
the cell and thereby respond efficiently to signaling events.3,4

Although derived from in vitro biophysical studies, the general
features of this facilitated diffusion target search model are
supported by elegant time-resolved single molecule microscopy
studies in live cells.71−74 However, as expected from the hetero-
geneous environment of DNA within the nucleus, the search
process is complex and often without a simple distinction
between specific and nonspecific interactions. For example,
recent studies suggest that transcription factor search dynamics
are biased by the organization of enhancers into localized
three-dimensional clusters.75 Also, neighboring regions of
the genome may have evolved to contain sequence or shape
features that help guide transcription factors to their cognate
sites.76
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Consistent with this general model, our studies show that
Ets-1 associates with nonspecific and specific DNAs via the same
canonical ETS domain interface. However, binding is driven
by distinct mechanisms. In particular, the dynamic nature of
nonspecific DNA complexes and importance of well-ordered
hydrogen bonds in specific DNA binding are clearly evidenced
by the NMR chemical shifts and relaxation properties of several
interfacial lysine and arginine side chains. A defining character-
istic of several ETS factors is the autoinhibition of DNA binding.
Although providing routes for biological regulation, auto-
inhibition acts primarily on the unbound forms of the ETS
family members ETV6 and Ets-1 and thus alone does not appear
to contribute significantly to the discrimination of specific versus
nonspecific DNA sequences.
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Figure S1. Determining the length of an Ets-1 binding site. (A) Schematic showing a site-size 

selection experiment, where a modified dideoxynucleotide extension procedure was used to 

generate a pool of truncated DNA duplexes differing in length from 12 to 41 base pairs. The 

starting 32P-labeled (*) DNA was based on the MSV LTR enhancer,1 and extension was 

randomly stopped upon incorporation of a dideoxynucleotide. The probes capable of binding 
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autoinhibited ΔN280 and uninhibited ΔN331 (lacking the SRR and N-terminal inhibitory helices) 

were selected from this pool in an electrophoretic gel mobility shift assay. (B) Autoradiography 

of a denaturing polyacrylamide gel used to size ΔN331-bound and unbound DNA molecules 

with single nucleotide resolution. Lane 1: the original pool of DNA; lane 2: the unbound 

fraction; lane 3: the ΔN331-bound fraction. Lanes 4 - 6 are replicates of the first experiment, 

with the additional step of treating the original pool of DNA with Mung Bean Nuclease to 

remove single stranded extensions. (C) The plotted relative affinities for each protein were 

calculated from the band intensities corresponding to duplex oligonucleotides of varying lengths 

versus that for the longest oligonucleotide. The core GGA is underlined and the optimal 13 - 14 

bp binding site is boxed. Uninhibited ΔN331 and autoinhibited ΔN280 exhibited the same DNA 

length dependence. These experiments were contributed by Qing Ping Xu and reproduced from 

Gillespie.2 
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Figure S2. Selection of the oligonucleotide for detailed studies of Ets-1 complexed with 

specific DNA. Shown are overlaid 15N-HSQC spectra of the following saturated complexes: 

ΔN301 with DNASP9 (1.5:1 DNA:protein ratio, yellow); ΔN301 with DNASP12 (1.5:1 ratio, red); 

and ΔN279 with DNASP14 (2:1 ratio, purple/green). Resolved aliased amide and arginine 15NεH+ 

signals from the ΔN279/DNASP14 complex (green) do not overlap with those from the other 

complexes due to differing 15N spectral widths. The spectra with DNASP12 and DNASP14 are most 

similar, whereas DNASP9 yielded slightly smaller chemical shift perturbations relative to the free 

protein (Figure 1B). Thus, DNASP12 was chosen as the optimal oligonucleotide that recapitulated 

the full complement of interactions with Ets-1, while also having a small size for favorable NMR 

spectroscopic behavior. Note also that the similarity of the dispersed signals of most amides in 

ΔN301 and ΔN279 indicates that the presence of the SRR does not perturb the structure of the 

bound complexes. The signals from amides in the unstructured SRR and the unfolded HI-1 and 

HI-2 are clustered around 8 - 8.5 ppm in the 1H dimension.  
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Figure S3. Selection of the oligonucleotide for detailed studies of Ets-1 complexed with non-

specific DNA. Shown are 15N-HSQC spectra of 15N-labeled ΔN301 alone (cyan) and in complex 

with the non-specific oligonucleotides DNANSP9 (3.3:1 DNA:protein ratio, purple), DNANSP12 

(5:1, blue), and DNANSP15 (3.8:1, orange) at 28 °C. The three lower panels are expanded views of 

selected regions. Fewer signals are detected with the DNANSP15 complex than the smaller 

DNANSP9 or DNANSP12 complexes. For example, signals from the indoles of W338 and W375, and 

the amides of Q419, L337 and Y386 are broadened beyond detection in the DNANSP15 complex, 

but are observed with DNANSP9 and DNANSP12. This is attributed in part to conformational 

exchange between multiple binding sites on the longer oligonucleotide. In support of this 
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argument, the complex of ΔN301 with the palindromic DNANSP12 yielded better quality spectra 

than with the other DNAs, possibly due to degenerate binding modes. However, the ΔN301 was 

13C-labeled and 70% deuterated for studies with DNANSP12, the latter of which also leads to 

sharper NMR signals.  

 It is difficult to estimate the stoichiometry, and hence molecular mass, of these non-

specific complexes due to the presence of multiple binding sites. At initial titration points with 

DNA:ΔN301 molar ratios < 1, an oligonucleotide molecule may be bound by more than one 

protein molecule. However, the end-point spectra presented here were recorded with 

DNA:ΔN301 molar ratios > 3 and thus the proteins appeared to be saturated and most likely 

bound via the canonical H3 interface to a single oligonucleotide (albeit with a statistical 

distribution of KD-weighted stoichiometries). In support of this argument, the 15N-HSQC spectra 

of the complexes did not change appreciably when the DNA:ΔN301 ratios were increased from  

~ 2 to ~ 3 (not shown). However, 15N relaxation studies (Figure S7) showed that the 1:5 

ΔN301:DNANSP12 complex had an effective 22 nsec correlation time for global tumbling, which is 

indicative of higher order oligomerization.  
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Figure S4. Assigned amide 15N-HSQC spectra of DNA-bound ΔN301. 15N-HSQC spectra of 

the saturated (A) specific DNASP12 complex (1.1:1 DNA:protein ratio) and (B) non-specific 

palindromic DNANSP12 complex (5:1 DNA:protein ratio) recorded on an 850 MHz spectrometer. 

Aliased backbone amide and indole and arginine sidechains signals are colored green and 

yellow, respectively. Samples were in 20 mM MES pH 6.5, 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 
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0.02% NaN3, 5 mM DTT and 5% D2O at 28 °C. Several isotopic labelling schemes (Material 

and Methods) in combination with conventional and TROSY-based experiments allowed the 

assignment of signals from at least three nuclei for ~ 94 % of the residues in the specific complex 

and 86 % for the non-specific complex. Most of the missing signals are from amides located in 

helices HI-1 and H1 and at the DNA-binding interface. 
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Figure S5. Although predominantly unfolded, residues corresponding to helices HI-1 and 

HI-2 undergo conformational exchange in both specific and non-specific complexes. Shown 

are 1H projections through a small 15N region of the 15N-HSQC spectra of the ΔN301/DNASP12 

complex recorded with 850 and 600 MHz NMR spectrometers. The signals (arrows) 

corresponding to Gly331 (at the C-terminus of HI-2) and Gly423 (at the interface between 

helices HI-1 and H4) are weak and their intensities decrease with increasing spectrometer field 

strength (see also Supplemental Figure S4). This is diagnostic of conformational exchange in the 

intermediate to fast exchange regime.3 Similar behavior was observed with non-specific DNA 

(not shown). Given that ΔN301 is fully saturated with DNASP12 or DNANSP12, we attribute this 

behavior to exchange of inhibitory module (HI-1 and HI-2) residues between unfolded and 

possible folded conformations within the context of the bound complexes. 
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Figure S6. Comparison of the magnitudes and signs of the ΔN301 amide chemical shift 

perturbations (CSPs) resulting from binding specific versus non-specific DNA. The 

histograms show the magnitudes and signs of the amide (A) 15N (ΔδN) and (B) 1HN (ΔδH) 

chemical shift changes in ΔN301 upon forming the specific DNASP12 (red) and non-specific 

DNANSP12 (blue) complexes. (C) The relative magnitudes and directions of the CSPs for each 

residue in the two complexes are also compared by a vector projection analysis (lower inset 

diagram).4 The green bars show the projections of the CSP vectors for the non-specific complex 

along the corresponding vectors for the specific complex. The cosines of the angles θ between 

the two vectors are given by the magenta dots. Shaded boxes indicate the primary residues 

involved in DNA binding. Blank values correspond to prolines or unassigned amides. 

 Residues associated with helices HI-1, HI-2 and those in the helices onto which they pack 

(H1/H4/H5), exhibit projection values ~ 1 and cos(θ) ~ 1. This pattern indicates that their 

corresponding amide 15N and 1HN signals shift in the same direction, with a similar magnitude, 

upon binding DNANSP12 relative to DNASP12. This is further evidence that HI-1 and HI-2 unfold 

upon binding either DNA oligonucleotide. As seen in Figure 1B (assignments in Figure S4), a 

second subset of peaks shows amide 15N and 1H signals that shift in the same direction (cos(θ) ~ 

1), but with a magnitude < 1, upon binding non-specific versus specific DNA. Many of these 

residues are located in helix H1 (e.g., Leu337), the wHTH turn, and the N-terminal portion of the 

recognition helix H3 (e.g., Tyr386 and Ser390), which is on the edge of the DNA binding motif. 

This indicates that ΔN301 forms generally similar, albeit less well-defined, time-averaged 

interactions with DNANSP12 that DNASP12. Such interactions likely involve electrostatic contacts 

between the positively charged DNA-binding interface of the ETS domain and the negatively 

charged phosphodiester backbone of DNA, rather than base-specific hydrogen bonds. In 
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addition, smaller net CSPs could arise due to averaging of potential positive and negative 

chemical shift changes as the protein rapidly exchanges between binding sites along DNANSP12. 

As also seen in Figure 1B, a third subset of amides, such as Gly392, Arg394, Tyr397 and Ala406 

located in helices H2, H3 and strand S3, show distinctly different patterns of chemical shift 

changes (including changing in opposite directions, cos(θ) ~ -1, and hence yielding negative 

projection values). This indicates that these regions of ΔN301 interact differently with specific 

and non-specific DNA. These differences likely reflect the formation of base-specific hydrogen-

bonding contacts with the 5'GGA(A/T)3' motif in DNASP12 that are absent in the looser non-

specific DNA complex.  Collectively, these analyses support the conclusion that Ets-1 binds non-

specific and specific DNA by a similar canonical interface of the ETS domain.  
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Figure S7. Amide longitudinal (R1) and transverse (R2) relaxation of ΔN301 bound to 

specific and non-specific DNA. Amide 15N R1 (upper) and R2 (lower) relaxation rate constants 

for ΔN301 in the saturated specific DNASP12 complex (1.1:1 DNA:protein ratio; left, red) and 

non-specific DNANSP12 complex (5:1 DNA:protein ratio; right, blue). Samples were in 20 mM 

MES pH 6.5, 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.02% NaN3, 5 mM DTT and 5% D2O and the data 

were recorded at 31 °C using a 500 MHz spectrometer. Decreasing R1 and increasing R2 values 

reflect slower motion of the 1HN-15N bond vector.3,5 and analysis of these data for well-ordered 

ETS domain residues yielded global tumbling correlation times of 12.3 nsec and 22.0 nsec for 

the DNASP12 and DNANSP12 complexes, respectively. Fitting to an anisotropic rotational diffusion 

tensors with modeled structure of the Ets-1/DNA complex did not change these results. The 
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correlation times demonstrate that ΔN301 forms a 1:1 complex with DNASP12 and higher order 

oligomers with DNANSP12. Consistent with the 1H{15N}-NOE data of Figure 5, the faster R1 and 

slower R2 relaxation of amides within the N-terminal IM confirm that helices HI-1 and HI-2 are 

unfolded in the presence of either DNA. 
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Figure S8. The presence of the SRR does not change the DNA-binding interface or 

dynamics of Ets-1 bound to specific DNA. (A) Overlaid 15N-HSQC spectra of the saturated 
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(red/pink) ΔN301/DNASP12 (1.1:1 DNA:protein ratio) and (black/orange) ΔN279/DNASP12 (2:1 

DNA:protein ratio) complexes. Aliased signals are in pink or orange, respectively. (B) Chemical 

shift perturbations observed upon binding specific DNA by ΔN279 and ΔN301. (C) 

Heteronuclear 1H{15N}-NOE observed in both complexes at 31 °C using a 500 MHz 

spectrometer. Histogram bars with values below -1.0 have been clipped. Samples were in 20 mM 

MES pH 6.5, 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.02% NaN3, 5 mM DTT and 5% D2O. With the 

exception of the additional signals from the disordered SRR residues (with random coil 1HN 

chemical shifts near 8 - 8.5 ppm), the two complexes show very similar spectra, CSPs, and 

relaxation behavior. 
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Figure S9. Characterizing the interactions of ΔN301 arginine sidechains with DNA. 

Selected 15N-HSQC spectral regions showing 15NεH+ (~ 85 ppm) and 15NηH2
+ (~ 70 ppm) signals 

from the arginine guanidinium moieties of ΔN301 when (A) free, (B) bound to non-specific 

DNANSP12, and (C) bound to specific DNASP12 (pH 6.5 and 13 oC). Due HX and/or rotation about 

the Nε-Cζ and Cζ-Nη partial double bonds,6 only broad 15NηH2
+ signals are seen with free and 

DNANSP12-bound ΔN301. In contrast, when bound to DNASP12, at least three arginines yielded 

sharper, dispersed 15NηH2
+

 signals that are non-degenerate (connected by horizontal lines) due to 

restricted rotation within the guanidinium moiety. This likely arises from hydrogen bonding of 

the arginine sidechains with DNANSP12. 
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